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Living your Mastery
“We are calling you into your mastery now ~
to shine your light and love so powerfully that others can witness the
freedom that is now possible as we move into the next Golden Age.”
Ascended Master Serapis Bey
These times are unprecedented in their support of you achieving your mastery on
every level. The physical body is being given the opportunity to move its
frequencies from being carbon-based to being a crystalline expression of Love.
This means that you are reflecting more and more of the Light of Source into and
through your body and that in turn and by your intention, you are sending this
Light out into the world as a part of your service to humanity during these
transitional times.
Your cells are filled with water that is sustaining beautiful crystalline patterns that
are naturally created by your every thought and feeling. These patterns are
continually reflecting your consciousness as well as picking up the thoughts and
feelings of those around you. This has made it challenging for most of you to really
know your true self, yet knowing yourself is a primary step in walking your
mastery. The self that most people know and show to the world—even to their
family and intimate partners—has nothing to do with their true Presence.
The false self was created by the ego mind to avoid merging with the deep fear and
profound pain that naturally arose over the centuries of being separate from their

own God Presence! Human beings have been living behind their collective veil of
tears for so long that they have mostly forgotten how to love or to truly connect
with the heart of another. The ego was given control of both the heart and the mind
within the majority of humankind in order to keep the soul from noticing its great
façade. This led to centuries of sharing falsely-based stories about one’s self and
each other in an attempt to feel better and to feed the illusions of separation. People
started to believe these stories and thus they moved into deeper and deeper levels
of fear and separation. This ego mind finally built up enough power to create a
psychic armoring around the heart. This gave the soul a sense of false security until
eventually the armored heart was passed forward from generation to generation.
For humanity to move deeper into the freedom that comes from living as the
Presence or Master Self in Unity Consciousness, the heart must be opened enough
to re-establish itself as the true center of the soul. For within the heart are the
original Light encodings that contain very specific frequencies that are designed to
now be used alchemically for transforming all unnecessary armoring around the
heart and around the other Spiritual Centers. The crystalline nature of the soul and
the crystalline DNA that existed before fear created your illusionary states of
separation can then be loosened up enough to move your body, mind and heart into
its next dimension of expression.
You are all here to awaken to your Self as the Presence of the Divine. Legions of
Light sent by the Spiritual Realms are now maximizing the Light they can bring
into your world based on humanity’s overall state of consciousness.
This is why we are calling you into your mastery now ~
to shine your light and love so powerfully that others can witness the
freedom that is now possible as we move into the next Golden Age.
As far as the world at large is concerned, there is always a breakdown in the status
quo before there is an emergence of a new consciousness. This Spring marks your
turning point ~ that place where your critical mass is arching over the edge of no
return. Stay awake as to how you can keep walking your mastery. We will
continue to shift your consciousness by escalating the Light encodings within your
physical, mental and emotional bodies these next few months.
The walking of your mastery involves choosing what you are bringing into your
body, heart and mind and what you are sending out into the world. That is how we
work together as joint emissaries of the One Heart. Your mind is receiving this
pure Light so it can cooperate with uprooting everything unlike its Self. As it

shines into the veiled recesses that have been unconsciously maintaining your life
in rather habitual ways of living, you will feel increasingly more spacious and
increasingly more attracted to the healing, restorative sound of silence. To support
you in living your mastery, we have created Courses to Walk the Earth as a
Living Master.
Remember, beloveds…you are the One you seek!
***

To learn more, join our monthly free teleconference/webcast with the
Masters every Tuesday at 6 pm PDT/ 9 pm EDT. Email
info@WalkTheEarthAsALivingMaster.com for details.
The Courses at www.WalkTheEarthAsALivingMaster.com have been
designed by the Ascended Masters to assist you in reclaiming your
Spiritual Heart and living in freedom.
“Walk the Earth as a Living Master” is now available as an Online
Course. To learn how you can work personally with these Masters
to achieve your own mastery, go to:
www.WalkTheEarthAsALivingMaster.com
The Courses to Walk the Earth as a Living Master are offered by the
Unveiled Mystery School of the Ascended Masters, created by the
Masters to assist humanity in living their mastery. The physical
expression of the School has been created by Kamala Everett and Sharon
Rose. Kamala is the author of “Heart Initiation: Preparing for Conscious
Ascension” and has been receiving transmissions from the Masters for
over 35 years. Sharon has been in communication with the Masters for
over 30 years and has written more than a dozen spiritual books.
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